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WISE-CRACKING K IN ON NUCLEAR TALKS
Freak Windstorm
Causes Damage

Amish Group Visit
I Youth Band To Murray
Morton Dark
In Search
Play "Concert Of New Settlement • Horse Says
At The Fair
Top OP Men

Eddy Hargrove Is
Taken By Officers

Meets With Top U.S. And
British Officials; Jovial

Eddy Hargrove has been appre--hended by the Sheriff's office acA group of Amish people from
cording to information received toOhio were in Murray this morning
day.
seeking an area where a group of
science, held a courtesy meeting
By HENRY SHAPIRO
Sheriff Rickman said that he and
the families could settle.
with Khrushchev before the formal
International
Press
United
deputies
W.
0.
Spencer
and Joe
2
A spokesman for the group said
talks to get acquainted. Khrushchev
sent
to
Green
the Hargrove home
that they now lige in an area where
MOSCOW Uft -- Premier Nikita joked over Hailsham's mistake in
near Palestine when they learned S. Khrushchev, in a jovial, wiseThe feature attraciton for the heavy industry is cramping their
confusing Zorin with Foreign Minyoung
Hargrove
hat
had return
ted
Calloway County fair Tuesdta night farming activities. The group which
cracking mood, met for 3,, hours ister Andrei Gromkyo Sunday.
Heal, y rains and strong winds it swooped near the ground, flatto
his
home.
Is the Murray, - Calloway County caune to Murray today were in a
inthe
high U.Scpe; annidngBr
ci,ftish
a
Gromyko. also present for the
struck the county Saturday and tened a field of tobacoo, swept the
Deputies Spencer and Green went negotiators In
Youth Sand. This band composed small bus and a car and have been
courtesy meeting. was all wiles.
high winds caused much damage tobacco barn of Clifton Harrell &to
the
rear of the home as Sheriff Kremlin conference that could break
of personnel from -Murray, College, Investigating a number of areas to
Diplomats expected Khrushchev to
just west of the Martin Chapel area., cross the road, flattened a field of
Rickman pulled up in front of the the East-West deadlock on a nuclear
Calloway County High Schools, find a place which would be sufSeveral homes escaped severe corn. Own struck the home of Joe and
sit in at the opening sessions of the
house, Rickinan said, and Hargrove test ban.
The band has rehearsed for 3 hours ficiently large for the ten to eleven
negotiations, then turn over the
damage Saturday afternoon when a Dortch.
ran out the back door into the arms,
U.S. chief negotiate!' W. Averell job to a subordinate. But his presA large tree was broken off and each Tuesday night for the la-st 4 families involved.
tornado-like wind dipped to the
of Deputy Spencer.
weeks in preparation for the conThe group here today seeks to
Harriman and British Minister of ence- added to other signs that have
ground, roughly paralleling the pay- several smaller trees uprooted. then
He was returned to the county Science Lord Hailsham, drove
cert tomorrow.
find a place where the families can
after made observers here optimistic that
ed road which runs almost due.west the wind took its la.st and most
jail.
He was being held for paroie the meeting to the US. Embassy
The concert will be composed of make a good living and can live a
powerful punch at the home of Joe
Iii that area.
East and West can reach their first
violation and escaped from Deputy where they presumably compared
Friciy. Here a large oak tree was several different types of music It Christian life.
maior agreement since the Austru
Joe Green as he was being returned notes on the talks.
The wind apparently came from broken off and pushed across the will be mostly music of a light naPrimarily an agricultural people,
state treaty of 1955. They included:
to the Reception Center at Lyndon,,
l ltrer rom
the southwest and moved to the front of the house causing some ture with a two overtures on the the Amish are considered an asset
w
no immediate corn—Russia's growing split with ComKentucky.
en
He has been at large for merit fromaseither
northeast. almost in a west to east damage A large pine tree was also heavy side. "We feel that almost to any community since they are
o Western dec
leg
om
a- munist China and its apparent deabout one week. Eddy Duncan. who' hon.
direction,
downed and numerous other' trees everyone will be able to hear some- hard working, honest and are of
termination to pu t Khrushchev's
escaped at the same time, has not
thing that they know and will en- high moral character.
Nor was it disclosed when the "peaceful coexistence" policy ahead
The wind lasted for about three blown over.
been located as yet.
They
spokesman
joy."
said.
a
normally
live
in
large
next
groups
meeting
would
take
minutes and struck at 5'00 p.m. on
place
in
from
Mr.
road
Across the
Fridy's
of all other considerations: including
Some of the munbers to be per- together. They abstain from the Use
the talks which are expected to the unity of the Communist camp.
•Saturday afternoon Apparently the home several large trees were wrenformed are: Skip To My Flute, of tobacco, alcohol and anything
last about 10 days.
wind dipped down near the ground, ched off close to the ground.
Called For Ban
But Khrushchev's surprise move
then went back up, leaving a -trail of
Apparently no one was injured in based on the tune Skip tei my Lou; else which would tend to slow Chris—Khrushchev's statement in East
tian
Rhapsody,
Deep
River
growth.
based
on
In
heading
the
Soviet
destruction,
delegation
windstorm,
at
Morton
but tobacco.
Sen. Thurston B.
the freak
Berlin earlier this month calling
The group here this morning doeS
the opening of the negotiations rais- for a partial _test ban.
The pith of the wind could bel and corn in the area was severly Deep River: a selection of Victor
Two promWASHINGTON UPS
Herbert favorites, The Valiant Years not believe in driving automobiles,
ed
Western
hopes
that
sonic
form
traced by the broken tree tops, then I damaged.
OILBERTSVILLE Ky. eat —Dem—Western willingness to settle for
from the Winston Churchill TV however two friends from a group inent Republicans found occasion ocratic gubernatorial nominee
Ed- of agreement — perhaps an accord a limited ban if the Soviets will
series, Dixie, Alameda, a spanish which does use automobiles have Sunday to mention Sen. Thruston ward T. Breathitt Jr.. today
for
a
limited
test
ban
not agree to a comprehensive one.
will
march, and selections from Mere- been driving them through this area B. Morton of Kentucky as a pee- hold the first in a series of
meetings emerge from the crucial conference-- Harriman made it clear on his
dith Wilsons Music Man which in- in search of a good place in which sible dark-horse candidate for the to plan for the Novcinber campaign
Khrushchev, in opening the three- arrival Sunday that the United
cludes tunes such as Well's Fargo to settle.
GOP presidential nomination.
power conference this afternoon, States would like to end all testing,
and unite the party.
A lot of attention was directed to
Wagon. Till There Was You, and
Breathitt and his running mate, enthusiastically pumped the hands if agreement can be reached on
political'
custom
followed
Murton
76 Trombones just to mention a few the visitors who wore simple cloHarry Lee Waterfield, will talk with of presidential envoy Harriman and inspection systems.
thing. The men in the group all by lightly scoffing at the sugges- county
of the numbers to be played.
chairmen and leaders of Lord Hailsham and remarked: "We have come with the instruction,
Co-directors Phillip Shelton and wore beards and most had on flat
! Democratic factions et Op 11 closed "Where do we begin? 'Perhaps we tion to do everything for the conU.S. Rep. Robert A. Taft Jr., of meetings during the next two weeks. should begig by signing an agree- elusion of a comprehensive ban on
'Specie/ to the Ledger
looking for full-time or part-timei.Bob Singleton said. ;Nye are very brim black hats. The ladies in the
Tittles)
greatful to the Junior Chamber of group wore long dresses.
-Ohio, on a national television-pro- - 'The first meeting tn the series. ment first."
NEW YORK. July 13 — Teen- jobs before 1965.
nuclear tests with the proper safeIn a bantering aside, the Soviet guards,- he said.
gram (Meet The Press mentioned' was scheduled at Kentucky Dam
agers In %Agway County are enterIn sonic areas of the country, an Commerce for backing this youth
band.
It
has
meant
much
to
the
leader
turned
to
Harriman and said:
Morton as a man who perhaps best Village State Park this mornuaal
loroe_at _aa_increasingteen _greater_ proportion of - teen-;
"But.if we cannot get a concrete
personified the Republican party's Breathitt will confer with Christian ^You did right When youkicked the test ban, we have prepared to agree
suers are cutting short their educe-advancement of bands in this counrate.
British
out
of
America."
position in national affairs.
I County leaders at Hopkinsvilie toThey reflect the rising nufnber tion, creating an acute employmen41":
on a partial test ban which would
Personnel who qualified for this
Khroshcbev's Presence Surprise
night.
of young persons tri—trif, Pe- to 19' attustInn. guardrop-outs are ringbe a first step in the negotiation of
statement
made.
In
the
reply
Taft
follows
band
are
Pam
as
Ross,
Khrushchev,
in
a
surprise
move, a complete treaty,i
Other meetings will be held at '
age bracket. These are the ones Who trig a minimum of job opportunities,
about
to
a
potential
question
ReSteytler,
Crawford,
Jeanne
Vickie
the
Soviet
side in the
1 Elizabet4town and Bowling Green was leading
were born during the baby-boom it is pointed out
Best Chaneel
publican candidates, but did not I Tuesday,'
In the United States as a whole, Bliaanne McDougal, Carolyn Wilson,
O years following World War 2
Khrushchev's East Berlin speeeh
Elir-abethtown Wednesday, Kremlin discussions but It was Mat
endorse
as
his
specifically
Morton
Marypat
Hodges.
Kathy
Gail
Morris,
known
whether
he
would attend the and Western statements have indiLexington Thursday and Covington
Many of them, according to Gov- 23.5 per cent of the teen-age group
i
own choice.
entire series of meetings.
Friday.
ernment reports, are dropping out are now to be found in the labor Parretti, Linda Harris, Nancy Story,
cater' that the best chances fo!
Linda
Allbritten,
on
Flute;
Laura
The
Soviet
leader's decision to 1 agreement nos'are on a'ban of
of school and going to work. Others force by the tune they reach- 19.
Traveling with Breathitt will be
Morton, appeartng on a television
Moss
on
Oboe;
Kathy
Cooper
on
take
a
personal
hand in the talks; all tests in the atmosphere. outer
are moving into the-labor force im- The ratio in the East South Central
show with Sen. Hugh Scott,. R-Pa., state Campaign Chairman Foster
E flat Clarinet. B flat Clarinets are.
'was a „key reason for optimism space, and under water. .These can
mediately .after finishing high States is 294 per cent. and In the
was asked.
he Scott if he had thought ; Ockerman and co-chairman Mack
,—
--rarial
Paseoe-dune-layseie-Flite-aa
among
:diplomats dn. MoseOw -Thatle• detected -by each nation without
-"Bare OTICaefffiaa734.13-fierealit.
'school.
Walters. Wlio- Served.tie mini:salt/ft
'
about the nomination.
By EDWARD DI PIETRO
The problem will become even Vickie Ellis, Davanna Greenfield.
Hoy to provide Jobs for this !Nod
chairman for former Gev. A. B. a breakthrough may be in the offing the need for on-site inspectors or
United Press InternatiOnal
Robert
Forsee,
Donna
Murphy,
after
many
months of deadlock in devices. If any power violates such
Not Seeking Anything
more severe in the subsequent five
Chandler's =successful gubernatorof teen-agers is it- prime probleter
PITTSBURGH ,U11 — Three teenSheen Payne. Dan McDaniel, Chartest ban negotiations.
Morton said, "I was asked re- ial primary racet
Figuraiacompiled by the Depart- years, the reports show.
.: a ban, the others would immediately
age boys miraculously rescued from
olette
Dodson,
Diane
Shuffett,
Kay
Khrushchev was joking and ap- know it.
cently, 'How dark
horse are you?'
Between 1965 and 1970, the nunsmerit of Commerce and the Departan abandoned coal mine where they
Pinkley.
Linda
Ryan,
Berverly
Hanepeared
to
be in good spirits yi.hen
and I replied. 'Just about midnight.'
ment of Labor indicate just how big her of youngsters in Calloway CounThe question of underground testwere lost for two days looked forhe met , earlier today with Lord
Talent Contest Entries
I'm certainly not seeking anything."
ty in the 14 to 19 bracket will a- line. Laveeta Erwin. Carita Chum• a problem it is.
(Continued on Page 41
ward today to rheir release from a
bier.
Carolyn
Murdock,
Pat
Jones,
Hailsham.
—The Kentucky senator said he
In Calloway County. they show, mount to 1,562.
hospital and returned td their norVickie
Singleton.
Barbara
.
Brown.
Diplomats were optimistic the
had just been re-elected to a sixThe deadline for'entries for the
If they tollow the current pattern
the number of youngsters who will
Bass Clarinet, Sheila Polly; Alto mal life.
year term in the Senate and was Fair talent contest has been extend- talks would result in at least a
have reached the 14 to 19 age group and quit school at the same rate,
Daniel O'Kain, 13, Bobby Abbott, looking forward to
Clarinet,
Judy
Hargis,
Sharon
laickpartial
test ban that would cover
serving there.
ed until July 16. Five more entries
in the five-year period ending 1965,7'289 additional job openings will be
hart; Bassoon. Jerri Johnson; Alto 14, and Billy Burke, 13, have been
may be accepted according to Mrs. nuclear, blasts in the atmosphere,
need
will total 1.672.
in St Clair Hospital since Saturday
Morton
also
discussed
Gov.
Sax
Bert
Steve
Story,
Mellsa
Trevathare
outer
space and underwater.
Nationally, according to Secretary
Jeanette McDougal. Those interest•
On the basis of recent experience.
I Tenor Sax, Mary Beth Bazzell; evening when a team of mine ex- Combs' recent executive order ban- ed may call 753-4985.
Both Western negotiators and
18.5 percent of them. or 309, will be of Labor W. Willard Wirtz, the nunperts found them huddled in a small ning racial discrimination in public
Baritone
Sax.
Dianne
West;
Cornet,
Valerian
A. ,Zortn. deputy foreign
her of teen-agers in the labor mar- •
cave.
places, agreeing with the governor's
minister and a Khrushchev aide for
ket will jump from the 6 million I Dana Robersyn, Stanley Jewell,
Doctors
objective
but
criticizing
has
believe
method.
Douglas,
Steve
Bill
O'Kain
Hart,
Robin
LIFE
and
SAVING
CLASSES
Abnuclear matters, expressed the hope
counted in 1960 to 7.7 million in
The senator said had he been
1 Hornsby, Steve Brown, Ronnie Rag- bott may be sent home today. But
that the conference would lay the
1965 and to 8.4 million by 1970.
they awaited a study of X-rays and governor he would have placed the
Leah
Workman,
Jane
A
Belote,
junior
„arid
senior'
life
saving
groundwork for a test ban treaty.
This prospect, he states, "sends sdale'
an
issue
before
the
General
examination
Assembly,
Steve
Tharpe.
of
class
will
be
held
Burke's
at
the
chest'
Oallovray
' East and West have been- deade
up a warning signal that says to all
then in special session, instead of Country Club for members of the locked for many months
French Horns, Becky Moore, Ron- before deciding to release him.
Sheriff Woodrow Rickman made
Americans that the post-war popon the
The No. 2 mine of the Old Castle issuing an executive order.
nie
Fox,
Betty
ilsrey.
Paulette
club.
GarnA
meeting
is
planned
for
several arrests over the„,„weekend
Wedtesting issue.
ulation explosion is now making
Shannon Coal Co. has been boarded
nesday, 'July 17 from 6:00 to 7:00
and charges have been placed againJoked With Hafnium
itself felt on the size and makeup er, Kathy Rayburn; Trombone. John
He tempered the criticism somePasco, Cynthia Ezell, Max Russell, up since it was closed in 1938. But
p.m. to plan the classes.
Hailshaw, Britain's minister of st Jackie Boyd. Kenneth Story and
of the labor force."
what
by
saying,
"I
accept
the
govJoe Forsee, Kenny Stubblefield, Ma- the old pit still holds the lure of
Ray Junior Story.
ernor's statement that he feared
rie .Hoke. Baritone, Phyliss Poole,' adventure for boys in the neighborAffadavits indicate an involved
this would clutter up the important
Debbie Dibble. Joyce Yarbrough, Rob hood.
story beginning on July 12 and apsession."
"No more mines for us." said
Poole; Bass, Harold Garner, Tommy
parently continuing through t he
Explorer Post 45 will hold their
Abbott. "We had enough of that for
Key, Tommy Lasiter.
weekend until this morning about
Would Have Risked It
annual family picnic at the Boy
Drum, Benne Humphreys, Susan the rest of our lives. From now on
2:00 o'clock ,according to Sheriff
But he went on to say that even
• Scout Reservation Saturday, July 27
Sparks, Shirley Cochran, Let ha It's swimming, riding our bikes or so, -I think I would have titirepr the
Rickman.
at 6:30 p.m. This will also be a
Young, Mike Baker. Larry Walston, playing ball."
Buddy Mack Boyd made an afrisk, and put it before the Assembly.
.
Dr.
A
D
Butterworth.
Health
Ofco-ed splash party for the Explorers
The youngsters appear more in- We all share the concern over racial
Steve Titsworth, Rodney Scott,fadaelt charging that on July 12 he
ficer
will
hold
a
pre-school
clinic
for
of the Past. Following supper the
terested in making plans for the bias and want to see it done away
was at the Martin Oil Company on
the children who will be entering Tommy Williams.
new officers for the coming year
"We wish to invite and encourage summer than they do in discussing with .but I think it is far better to
Main Street when he heard a comAhno
School,
Friday,
July
19
from
will be installed and the First Exeveryone to come out and back this their miraculous rescue.
motion. He said he found Kenneth
act through the people's branch of
plorer of the month will bearecog- 9:00 am. to 11:00 a.m.
Mrs. Abbott told her son:
band. There will be music everyone
Story and Junior Story beating and
the government — which I consider
Parents
are
requested
to
bring
nized. The explerer of the month
"There must have been a golden trap legislature to be."
kicking his brother Jackie Boyd He
the immunization record of their can enjoy," the two directors said.
will be picked each month for his
angel on each of your shoulders to
went to his aid, he alleged and pullMorton said that in a recent
children
who
got
their
shots
from
participation in post activities, chsave you from that mine."
ed one of the boys off of Jackie.
statement the governor himself
private
physicians
or
in
other
counurch activities and school activities.
Bobby and Danny may be releas- seemed to be having second
Jackie was almost out and Junior
ties.
thoughts
At the end of each year the exed fromm the hospital today. But about the
Story kicked him again and also
order
and
in
fact.
"apBilly will be detained until an X-ray peered
• plorer of the year will be honored '
kicked him, Buddy Mack BoYd's
to be doing a little welshing."
• with a trophy. The judging of the,
Three suspects in a burglary ring of three charges of driving without testimony charged.
Combs, in a statement a week ago,
I study is made of his chest. He cornexplorer of the year will be the
were ordered to pay fines and costs a license, two charges of resistieg
!named of pains after stumbling in limited the effect
Kenneth Story and Ray Junior
of his order to
same as explorer of the month
the gas-filled mine'.
those areas in which the national totaling $337.75 in connection with arrest, violation of the car title law, Story have-IPPIT -tharged with asPrimitive
The
Lone
Baptist
Oak
Post 45 would like to urge the
.
The boys had been in the No. 2 administration
fifteen charges heard last Friday throwing beer cans on the highway, sault and battery and placed under
also is seeking to
Church, located twelve miles east of
public to attend the Murray-Callomine of the old Castle Shannon eliminate
in the Henry County General Ses- violating t he vehicle registration bond of $750.00.
discrimination.
will
have
Murray.
their
annual
reway County Fair which will be from
I Coal Co. twice before and thought
On July 14 Jackie Boyd was charglaw. reckless driving and violation
The Kentucky senator said that sions Court.
vival beginning Wednesday night. they
July 15th through the 20th. While
by Oahe/ Pres. tabermatles.1
were familiar with the laby- while
No fines larger than $25.00 were of state code section 39-1213.
ed with -throwing into an occupied
everyone would like to see
p.m.
July
The
17
at
revival
7:00
will
there visit the refreshment stand
, rinths.
vehicle". He was placed under $750
the issue kept out of partisan poli- assessed by Judge Robert Swayne.
continue through Sunday, July 21.
The three men, naw in the Henry
operated by Past .45 a spokesman High Yesterday __
"We had a map of the main tun- tics,'
87
the fact that it has become the The charges involved only minor County jail, are accused of commit- bond on this charge. Ira Lee Story
Sunday
services
will
be
at
10:30
said. Proceeds from this will help Low Last Night
_ 67
nel," Bobby said. "We felt sure we
predominant matter of interest in offenses allegedly committed when ting burglaries in three Kentucky made an affadayit charging that
the Explorer of Past 45 to visit the 7:15 Today
70 am. and Elder C. D. McCutchen of knew our way around."
Boyd struck his car with a chain
the country would make it impas- the suspects were arrested. Extra- counties and selang,stolen goods
do
Missfasippi
the
preaching.
will
in
O National Jamboree and the World's Rainfall
J. A. Blackman, deputy state sec- sible
to keep it out of political dis- dition proceedings have been started Henry County. Charged with them on the night of July 14 as he stopped
served
will
be
Lunch
by
the
church
Fair next year. The trip will be a Total for weekend
retary of Mines, said the open en1.62"
to return the three to Kentucky
for a red light at Third and Main.
cussion.
two week trip with a visit to New Hamiday Today
87a on Sunday. The public is invited tia trance to the mine will be walled
.
where burglary charges have been is an 18-year old Chicago girl Arlene He had to duck to keep from
'being
attend.
Francis
Fee,
whb
has
already
been
York, Valley Forge, the New EngForecast local: high tomorrow &Bup with cement and filled in by a
maae.
ha, he alleged. Someone else got
land States and a return trip by 92; low 65-68. Scattered showers.
bulldozer.
Garry D. Ashcrafta was found turned over to Graves County auth- out of the Boyd car and threw a
FIVE-DAY "FORECAST
Niagara Falls and Detroit, Mich. via
A team of mine rescue experts,
guilty of speeding, interfering with orities, waiving extradition. '
plank at the back of his car he also
Canada.
Western Kentucky -- Fair and
Five Henry countians have been charged.
refreshed after a daylong rest folLOUISVILLE VD— The extended an officer, driving ail a revoked
This week will be the last week of warm today and tonight. Tuesday
lowing an ordeal which began Thur- Kentucky weather forecast for the license and throwing beer cans on arrested on charges of receiving
Junior Story was placed under a
summer camp at the Scout Reser- partly cloudy and warm with a
sday night and ended at 5 p.m., period Tuesday through Saturday:
a public highway. His fines' and stolen property. Three of these have $500 peace bond also as was Jackie
vation with a few days for Cub chance of showers by night. High
been held to the Heory County Boyd.
Saturday, were still baffled by the
Temperatures for the five - day costs totaled $106.25.
Scouts next week. Steve Trevathan today and Tuesday near 90. Low
discovery.
period will average near the KenGeorge E. Ray was found guilty Grand Jury and two others will have
On July 13 Boyd Was charged
_ of Post -45 was inducted into the tonight In the mid 60s.
Thomas J. McDonald, supervisor tucky normal of 77 degrees.
of resisting an officer and was fined preliminary hearings next Friday in with "contributing to the delinqOrder of the Arrow, which is an
General Sais
Judge Robert 0. Miller has denied of the Pittsburgh office of the Buaibns Court.
Continued warm except a little $2500 and assessed $18.25 costs.
uency of a minor" by Mrs. Elaine
Honor Campers Society last week.
The 5 a.m. EST temperatures: a motion to grant ball to Porter reau of Mines and his aides, Samitel cooler about mid-week. Rainfall will
Harvey Wyruidola Merrell was
The girl and Ashcraft have been James. He was also charged with
Bat Adams of Post 45 is Chief of Louisville and Lexington 63, Coving- Hays according to the court record. corns, Everett Turner. Jim Hutch- average around one-half inch MI found guilty on ten charges. and charged by Calloway County auth- breach of
the peace when Mrs.
the White Feather Lodge this year. ton 59. Paducah 67, Bowling Green
Hays is being held in the Murray ! ens and Jennings Breedon showed thundershowers most likely about, his fines and costs totaled $188-25. orities and the others are wanted James (Merged he
fired a gun in
66, London 62, liopkinsville 67,
ENTRIES OPEN
city jail.
the effects of their grueling tasks. mid-week.
Judge Swayne declared him guilty in Graves County.
front of her.
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1111VaLAT. ILINTUCILE

Ralph Houk's Grammer Nlay Not Be So Good
But His Logic Is; Yanks Do Well Without Pair

Dodgers Open Up Huge Lead
In National League Flag Race

When Mickey Mantle suffered a gels converted seven walks into rims
broken bone in his left foot June 5, to offset a grand s1ain homer by Lou
manager Ralph Houk of the New Clinton and a two-run blast by
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
York Yankees insisted "we're_not Carl Yastraemski.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in,
going to lay down and die."
The White Sox earned a -split
tereat of our readers.
14/1/II
He uttered virtually the same against Boltimore when 'Nellie Fox
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
words when Roger Marts, the other singled home .40 runs with two
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Tirne & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.,;
half of the Yankees' dreaded "M At outs in the ninth inning of the
International
Freer
United
.by
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit, Mich.
M" combo, was knocked out of ac- nightcap. The --Orioles won the
NATIONAl.. LEAGUE
tion with a sore back nine days ago. opener by routing Ray Herbert with
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
__ 55 33 .625
Second Class Matter,
LIR Angeles
Houka grammar may have been a four-run burst in the third innSan Francisco _ _ 49 40 .551 6% foully but not his logic.
ing. Mike McCormick limited the
SUBSCRIMON RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 20,e, per
7
.545
Chicago
48
40
Mantle
Is
•-- ------back
with
the
club
but
month 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; else49 41 .544 7 It may be a few more days before
St. Louis
ahem, $8.00.
48 43 S27
8'i Houk writes his ruune on the lineCincinnati
•
,Milwaukee
_ 46 43 517 91, in) card. Yet during his absence
.
-Tbe Outstanding Civic Asset of a Costununity is the'
/
2 the Yankees have won 27 of 41
Pittsburgh
. 44 43 506 10,1
its Newspaper'
Integrity
Philadelphia ____ 43 46 .483
•
games. With both Mantle and Maria
Houston
35 57 .380 22 missing during the past- week,
The
Jackson,
Tenn.
American
LeMONDAY - JULY 15, 1963
/
2 Hook's men have won five of seven.
New York
21) 60 .326 261
gion baseball team, sporting a fancy
Saturday's Results
So who's dying?
324. record and the only team to Pittsburgh 3 Houston 0
The Yankees increased their first
defeat Murray this season, ran into Isos Angeles 11 New York 2
place bulge in the Arnerican_League
more opposition than. they could Philadelphia 4 San Francisco 3
to 61
/
2 games Sunday by Taking a
' ghdaY Milwaukee 7 St. Louis 5
at klallaad. Statham
pair from the Kansas City Athlenight.
The
first
seven-inning
game
Chicago at Cincinnati, ppd., rain
By UNITED PRESTONTERNATIONAL
tics. 11-6 and 5-0.
went into extra innings before JackSunday's Results
Tied For Second
son
was
able
to
slip
the
winning
i
MOSCOW - Under Secretary of State W.'Averell Harrinu
nn Francisco at Pittsburgh, both
The' Bosten Red Sox and the Chirun across in. the ninth for a final
games
ppd.. rain
man, explaining his mission In Moscow:
cago White Sox remained in a virscore of 7-6. In the bottom half of
Los Angeles 3 Philadelphia 2, 1st, 6 tual tie for second by splitting twin"We have come with the instructiort to do everything
the-seventh inning of the second
inns., rain
_
bills. The Red Sox blanked the Los
for the conclusion of a comprehensive ban on nuclear tests
game with the score tied ,5-5. the
LOti Angeles at Philadelphia, 2nd, Angeles Angels, 5-0, after suffering
with the proper safeguards. But if we cannot get a concrete
bases loaded with Murray runners,
ppd., rain
a 10-8 setback and the White Sox
and no one out, Manager Young
test ban, we have prepared to agiee on a partial test ban
Houston 8 New York 3, 1st, 8 inns., pulled out a 3-2 victory after losing
rain
which would be a first step in the negotiation of a complete
Maury Willa' triple and Jun Gil- pulled the Jackson team off the
to the Baltimore Orioles, 6-3. The
Dam's sacrifice fly gave the Dodgers field and refused to continue the Houston at New York, 2nd, ppd., Minnesota Twins
treaty."
swept their douh •
h
a run in the first inning :inci they
rain
bleheader with the Cleveland Indi.
1 14.
_ 11211111Menaa"..a_.31
Murray. Several of the Jackson playloser
Cal
Metwo
more
off
added
W.
Willard
1st
Labor
Secretary
Cincinnati
5
Milwaukee
3.
WASHINGTON (UPI) ans, 5-3 and 8-2, and-the Detroit
--This 111 Welers apologized to Murrayaeam meinENDED
of
with
the
help
SEARCH
the
fourth
Lids
in
Milwaukee
7
Cincinnati
6,
2nd
Wirtz, criticizing both the railroads and the rail unions for
at Washington twinbill was rained
by Lee, 50, who spent 19
Ruben Arnarees error, plus singles hers for this unsportsmanlike con- St. Louis 10 Chicago 3, 1st
out.
not making any real effort to settle their work rules disyears searching for the hitby John Roneboro and Willie Davis. duct of the Jackson manager.
Chicago
7
St.
Louis
3,
2nd
In the National :snague, the LOS
pute:
A crowd estimated at 500 and
run driver whose auto killed
Hoene runs by Johnny Callison and
Today's Games
Angeles Dodgers nipped the Phila"Every single proposal which has been Made in this case Amaro produced the Phillies' runs. the largest in recent years WS.% on
his father near Moss, Tenn.
Chicago at St. Louis
delphia Pinnies. 3-2, in a game
He thinks he's got his man.
has been immediately labeled as compulaory arbitration."
The Chicago Cubs defeated the hand to see Manager Liable Veal's Los Angeles at Philadelphia
shortened to six innings by raui:
Grover Jones, 54, found 1:
St., Louis Cardinals. '7-3. after a exciting 1963 team wind up their i Houston at New York, 2, twi-night the Chicago Cuba beat the St. Louis
Indianapolis, Inet
PITTSBURGH - Bobby Abbott, one of three teen-age 10-3 'loan the Milwaukee Braves pre-tournament season. They -re- Milwaukee at Cincinnati. night
Cardinals, 7-3, after a 10-3 loss; the
'7,6, after losing to the Cincin- ceived their money's worth.
boys rescued from an abandoned coal mine where they were won,
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 2, twi- Milwaukee BBraves Neon 7-6, after
i Reds. 5-3, .and the Hoi
,
toh
In the first game, alert base runnight
lost for two days:
losing to the Cincinnati Reds. 5-3,
ning by Jackson and a Murray
'win
that
exan
8-3
Colts
red
'Tuesday's Games
-No more mines for us. We had enough of that for
and the Houston Colts handed tile
lapse plated the winning
Mets'
York
tended
the
N
losing
run' With Houston at New York
rest of our lives."
New York \lets their 15th straight
to 15 games in other Nation- runners onlirst and third, the tail Lne ng. at Philadelphia, 2, twiloss. 8-3 The Sian Francisco at
runner got into an intentional hot0551 N'S - IN I HEAT Hi_
al League action.
g t
•
Pittsburgh doubleheader was rained
WASHINGTON .-.Alabama Gov. George Wallace. Chat-. In the American League. the New box 'and the put-out was not in time
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 2, tad- out.
lenging President Kennedy and Congress to subniit the ad- York Yankees beat Kansas , City to prevent a score. Holmsley, nho
night
BoxoffIce Opens 6:30
John Blanchard and Hector Loministration's civil rights bill to the people in a national twice. 11-6 and 5-0. Minnesota took came on in relief after Murray had
•
pez, filling in admirably for the.
referendum:
•
Cleveland. 8-2 and 5-3: tied the score in the sixth, received St.
a_ pair from
fr
's at Cincinnati
"Bit & M- boys. hornered in the , - NOW SHOWING!
credit for the victory. Gibbs. wig"
promise you that you will get the shock of your life, the Boaten Red Sox blanked the Los
first game at Kansas City in help
Went the route for Murray, had
AMERICAN LEAGUE
because the people will overwhelmingly reject this encroach- Angeles Angels.5-0 after a 10-8 more than
the Yankees wipe out a 4-0 deficit.,
usual
trouble
with
cong
ies
to
s
ki
pn
l
ig
t
thellalotizzeteOzo
ith
, 71: ch
ment upon their right to own and' enjoy private property." tr
u.B. Al Downing, who pitched a fourtrot. The Murray hitting attack was 'has,
54 32 .628
tat shutout, coasted to victory in tile
led by Rick Tidwell with a home New York
the second game. 3-2, after a 6-3
/
2 nightcap as Tom Tresh hit a pair
Boston
48 39 .552 61
run
and
Blackburn
victory. The Detroit-Wastuncson
49 40 .551 6/
1
2 of solo homers and Elston Howard
nad
asing
sing
lesl..Po
e Wralje
arckson. alo;- Chicago
twinball was rained out.
Baltimore
50 42 .543 7 knocked in three runs with a singan
had
tao
singles.
,
The Cardinals unleased a 16-hit
/
2 gle. a double and a homer.
48 41 .539 71
In the second game, Murray s Minnesota
Pose led 4 An', ,_
attack, featuring homers by Ken
Cleveland
46 43 .517 91
/
2
LEAJGER & TIMES FILE
Hurled Four-Hitter
Boyd
also
developed
conirol
trouble
Boyer and Bill White, to beat the
Los
Angeles
_
_
43
49
.467
1,4
In
and the
blewmorray
- COMING
a 4-2
Chet Ntcheg. with ninth-inning
the inning
stage for
addthe
setsixth
Cubs behind the eight-hit pitching ! lead..
36 48 .429 17
.
as Jackson went ahead 5-4. Detroit
A former Calloway Countian, Robert L. Carlton, was ahelp from Dick Radats. hurlof Ray Sadecki in their opener. ExKansas City _
37 50 .425 17,a relief
warded the Doctor of Philosophy degree by the Opio State .Redbirds Larry Jackson and Lindy
ed a four-hitter for the Red Sox
.348 24,
4
explosion in the seventh. Leading Washington
in picking up his first victory of
University during Spring Commencement ceremonies.
McDaniel combined in a nine-hitter off in
Saturday's
Results
the bottom of the seventh,'
the season. In the opener, the AnMiss Judy Barnett, daughter of Mr and Mrs. 011ie Bar- In the nightcap. however. during
Los Angeles 3 New York I
Blackburn bombed a double to deep
nett, *ill leave this week for the University of Kentucky.
which Lou Brock. Ron Santo and right
Washington
4
Baltimore
3
center. Roger Fields then laid
The Murray Rescue Squad was called this morning to Ernie Banks homered for the dubs. down a fine bunt to advance Black- Minnesota 6 Boston 3
the 12th and Chestnut Street Standard Station when Hoyt Banks' as:rnd homer of his esaTer burn to third and was safe at first Kansas City 6 CleVeland 5
placed him seventh among the NL's when
Cleveland 7 Kansas City 4
Adams fell unconscious while he was doing some welding.
Hoskins. Jackson pitcher, mutkings.
Bobby Foy, who is attending the College of Engineering all-nme homer
fed the play. Holmsley relieved Hos- Detroit at Chicago, ppd., rain
Sunday's Results
tins-. and loaded the bases by walkat the University of Kentucky, was the recent guest of his
Reds, Braves spin
New -York 11 Kansas•City'6, 1st
ing Danny W*Ilit. alio had homer-1
. .47
_ •
parents,'Mr. and Nils, s.f v.
Veda- Pmacin had three hits in ed in the first inning. With the 'New York 5 Kansas'Crty 0.- 2nd
each game as the Reds and Braves squeeze, on. Blackburn scored to tie Los Angeles la Boston 8. 1st
shood, Jackson eat_ Boston 5 Los Angeles 0, 2nd
,
split their doubleheader. He and the game as ss
Marty Keough homered in the first che:t, moved up on the plate, inter- Baltimore 6 Chicago 3, 1st
game to help. John Tsitouris win las fered with the batter, Joe David Chicago 3 Baltimore 2 and
fifth came of the season and deal Smith. and the pitch went wild, Minnesota 5 Cleveland 3, 1st
Bob Shaw his seventh set-back. placing Smith on first and again. Minnesota 8 Cleveland 2, 2nd
Pinson also had two singles -and a loading the bases with none out. Detroit at Washington, 2, ppd.. rain
Today's Games
but
double
renl In
AI this
is point, although the mterfertheto prevent Joe)' Jay ence was clearly evident, Holmaley Boston at Los Angeles
New York at Kansas City
from suffering his 13th loss_
and Young protested vehemently
Cleveland at Minnesota
Bit blow in the nightcap for the and at length On refusal to heed
Baltimore at Chicago, night
Braves was Joe Ttirre's
the umpire's warrunn, Holnisley was
Detroit at Washington
windatdown double in the first inn- ejected from the game, and Young
Tuesday's Gamin
continue.
'refused
to
ing.,
er
Cleveland at Las Angeles
Al Spangler's leadoff homer and
Boyd v.ent the route for Murray.
Boston at Kansas City, night
John Batman's three-run triple! giving up seven hits. including two New
York at Minnesota, night
sparked the Colts 'to a seven-nun each by Gilchrist and Medlin. Murii ray's nine hit attack was led by Baltimore at Detroit. night
rowe.
inyo
• Brun
olitzh
el Sk
gandthletra.
itnin_freen
ook in
ftirst
Wright with a homer and a double. Washington at Detroit, night
sui
rd. Blackburn had a single to go with
en
m ei
. hsi:o thi
okihi
eored
that yearn
his seventh inning double, and Bob
win of
- Koch lisd two singles. Jimmy Lamb
NE HOUR
had a two-run single in the third
SERVICE
inning to put Murray in the lead
Jackson -------202 020 0001-7 8 3
Murray.
210 003 000-6 6 1
Warmbrod, liolmsley 16esand Calhoon, Gibbs and Smith
.4444.

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

The Los Angeles Dodges, are
opening up such a huge lead that
they may be able to let the New
York Meta play out the last month
Of the schedule for them.
It's been almost a decade-1955. to
be exact-since any National League
team held a '61
/
2-game first-place
lead at. this stage of the race ann,
lest it be forgotten, that was the
year in which the Dodgers gave
Brooklyn its one and only world
championship.
Apparently determined to avoid
a repetition of the collapse that
cost them the 1962 pennant. the
Dodgers increased their 1963 lead
to 61
/
2 games Stuiday when I-11E1V
beat the Philadelphia Pinnies. 3-2,
in a game shortened to six- innings
by rain. The victory was their 12th
In their last 13 games.
Johnny Podres continued the excellent pitching which has
the Dodger drive with a seven-hitter
for , his eighth victory against six
losses Dodger pitchers have given
up only eighth runs in the sevengame winning streak and have allowed two runs or less in 12 of their
last 18 games.
MeLlsh Was Loser

a

Quotes From The News

feted his seventh :on against four
wins.
The second games in New York
and Philadelphia and San Francisco's scheduled double header in
Pittsburgh were rained out.

Jackson
Works For
Victory Here

White Sox to six bits before giving
way' to Stu Miller in the eighth.
The Twins scored Ii runs on five•
houirrs.ip sweeping the Indians.
Home rims by Earl Battey, &lap
Versalles and Vic Power accounted
for all of Mninelsota's runs In the
opener. Don Mincher greeted Barry
Latithui with a grtuid-slammer in
the first inning of the nightcap and
connected for
1{arM011 Killebrew
his 20th homer with one abroad in
the sisth.

WANIED FRAINEES

Men - Women
-IBM
Keypunch operatorS qualify in 2
weeks. Starting salaries up to $78
per week.. Tabulating operators
quality in 6 weeks Starting salaries tip to $100 per week. Rapid
advancement. Tuition finamast
Write today. Please Inc 1 u d °home phone number.
-PGMT
Res 32-T
st47-

the

MURRAY

WE'LL BANISH
THEM FOR GOOD
Is the persistent presence
of silverfish getting you
down? We'll get them out
of your house or apartment to STAY out!

JamiLemmon
Lee ReMiCK

- "'NYS OF wine'

ano noses"n.S iv .

Ten Years Ago Today

_
"PT 109"

GET OUR FREE
ESTIMATE
We exterminate pests of
all kinds at low cost
111

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 753-3914

ANYONE

to

CAN RECEIVE A

READ THE LFOGEIt'S CLASSIFIEDS

FABULOUS GIFT

•

FLIES . . .
Are Nasty and Carry Disease.

ISOTOX Garden Spray
Kills Flies!
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N

SPECIAL

DRY
CLEANING

OFFER,

Jackson
200.003 0-5 '7 3
Murray -------102 um 1-5 9 0
Hoskins, Holzn.sley 4 7, and Calboon, Boyd and-Smith

Monday, July 15th, Thru Saturday, July, 20th
LADIES AND MENS' •

75c

SUITS
:SLACKS
0

PADUCAH, Ky. nee - Was Kat
.
thryti Howlanid, la, a student at
Murray State College, has bean
-roamed Miss Panucati of 1963 and
A4111 represent this city in the Was
Kentucky pageant at Lexington next
month.

LADIES AND !WENS

40

ea

•

Net

MISS PADUCAH CROWNED
-

METALLIC BROCADE-Beverly
Pascal models Sally Victor's
off-face Renaissance turban
as the millinery designers
flaunt Itheir fall '63 wares
tak In New York showings.

HERE'S HOW..
Open a new Savings Account, or add to your
present account '100.00 or more before July
31st.
EARN A BIG 3Yzric INTEREST!

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS * *

tim
2 MEN'S

TROUSERS -

* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *

Limit: One Gift To An Account

2i

YOUR CHOICE OF ANY ONE
OF 12 BEAUTIFUL GIFTS.A

2,LADIES PLAIN

ONE HOUR
MARTIN ZINC

•

STATIONS -* WISHY WASHY NO. 1 * WISHY WASHY NO. 2
ONE

--•

HOUR

- MIX or MATCH ctorms MOTH PROOFED

•

Dees Bank of Hazel

College Cleaners

On The Square
PICKUP

ALL

1411 Olive Blvd.

SERVICE

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

Member of F.D.I.C.

Plaza 3-3852
.+11•1•1,

41,•••••

ranam.....amome.
•••••••••••••••=krOMIP...

5-.

•..

•

•

Cr•

•

_

- --

14,--1963

JULY

--

MONDAY — JULY

Good
at Pair

ACROSS

•
CARD OF THANKS
jleo merit. Special ... only $675.03 with
We would like to express
NOTICE
bench, complete factory 'guarantee.
FOR SALE
sincere appreciation to our many
'ALUMINUM INSULATED SIDING, Spinet-styled upright, $299.00.-Pracfriends for !heir kindnesses during
7 colors, also may be used on cement nee piano, $9950 up. Tom Lonardo
SUPER SHOE SALE AT YOUR
recent ilitig6S and death of my
NEW BRICK HO4J/311, THREE bed. block. Aluminum windows and Co., Pans, Tenn.
Ithe Factory Outlet Shoe Store. 100 S. the
sister, Cordie Martin Scoffield. We
roonu, ceramic tile bath, carpet in doors, 2 or triple track. Aluminum
13th St. One table of summer flats
especiaily would like to thank Rev.
living room. Dawn Relights Subdivi- awnings, any size and color, baked
selling for only $2.00 pair. All other
NELP WANTED
C. E. Ward for his words of comfort.
tfc enamel finish. Home Comfort Co.,
sion. $11,250. Call 753-1616.
shoes reduced for rapid sale to preHazel Highway, Phone 492-2502.
We did sincerely appreciate everypare for our fan shipments.
115c DUE TO.OUR EXPANSION IN this
thing that, was done for our consolCHAIN SAWS, HOMELITE AND
ation.
area we need two good men who can
Mono. Mowers - Mono, Moto Mower.
MUST SELL, DUE TO 'THE DEATH
Chester Martin and Family
saU A&H insurance. Call Charles
WRONG HITCH
New and used mowers. mowers for
of my husband, 42-acre farm 2 miles
Itp
Clark at 9:00 aim 753-6963 or home
rent. Waldrop's Mower and Saw
off the Murray and Paris Highway,
•"
phone 763-6342 after 8:30 in evening.
PARIS, Tenn. iPt - Two young
Shop. Concord Road, phone 753room house, good well, and pond. Pyramid Life Ins.
5
j20c Kentuckians picked the wrong drii:
July2Oc
e233.
SCHOOL .LluNicH DISCUSSED
Mrs. Tom Gordon, Route 2, Hazel.
' er while hatchlulung after allegedly
MORMEAD Ky. an- A sehooi
.116c ROUTE BOY NEEDED AT ONCE
Ky.
PARTS FOR ALL ELECTRIC shavstealing and ditching a car here lunch seminar, intended to help
to carry papers in the vicinity of the I
july23c
ers at LLudsey's Jewelers.
Friday.
sohe some of the major problems
'57 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE. Call College Farm Road. Contact Charles
Sam Entreman and Phillip Rob- refitting to the school lunch proR. Cooper, Oldham at the Lodger & Times.
utii= PL 3-336 or see Hew
LOT IN PLAINVIEW ACRES,
inson,
both
of
Louisville,
were
picked
gram in Kentucky, will be held
j1.70
Route 4, Murray.
tine
Rica available. Best location. Call
up by olf-duty policeman William August 12-16 at Morehead state
j15p
PL 3-3143.
Foust who told them, "Get 111 boys, College_
FOR SALE BY OWNER. A NEW
FEMALE HELP WANTED I you're under arrest."
REGISTERED BOXER PUPS. Pour modern 3 bedroeen brick house. Has
The youths were charged with
th car
NUNN AT U. L.
miles from Pryorsburg on highway built-in 'Tappan stove and dishtheft.
LOUISVILLE din - Louie B.
58. Inquire at Mullens Gro. George washer. Located on Broach Avenue. SFr IBM TRAINING OPPORTUNNunn, the Republican gubernatorial
il5p; A bargin if sold this week. Call 753- ities on the amusement page next to
Hester. owner.
nominee, met here Friday with a
Pee movie ads.
j16c
4616.
group representing the University
3 SHETLAND PONIES, BRIDLES
and pony carts. Ponies are broke to PIANO BARGAINS s- ONE ONLY
of Louisville. Other than saying that
I
MALE HELP WANTED
ride and are gentle to children. -Baldwin Piano - cherry finish.
they had discussed state financial
Contact Jack McElwain at Lakeland new ...$800.00, top damaged in shipaid and other university problem-9.
Nunn and U. of L. President Dr.
00 OR MORE PER DAY FOR perPhilip Davidson declined to commanent route work. Will train and
ment on the meeting.
establish you. Write Mr. Oliver, 204
ltp
Dawson Rd., Princeton, Ky.
Motel, Aurora, Ky., 474-2292.

•

a

I [RAKES
- Women

IBM

•

•

GMT
• 32-T

4

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

VE'LL

BANISH

OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY

EM FOR GOOD

.sistent presence
sh getting you
!'ll get them out
halm Or apart-

104 East Maple St.

f: ME-AR -MT:RES
43306 TO 13E AN
EC.LIKECC'ME
5UN THI5
\tATORDAW.

FOR RENT

Tel. 753-3161
4-ROOM GARAGE APT.-FURNjlaip
ished. Call 753-1417.

• •
1.104.illeitgio haatteit is it?„ii
•McSi7f

DUR FREE
TIM ATE

By CLEO $TEPHIENS

pests of

;Pram die mmi **MUM Irr Amine Owl.•CavrAprat. 11114,
i
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I-Prepare for
orbd
11-l'eruse
9-Si usSr:
as written
12. Rock fish
13-Healthy
14-8pread for
,
drying
• 16-Stearnstdp.
(tilifbe)
-111-Actie
13-Sailor
(epilog.)
'10-Credit
(abbr.)
22-Break
4-,
suddenly
24-East Indian
palm
27-Lifeless
78-Quarrel
31 -K-nave at
cards
32-City In Italy
34- Wife of
Geraint
36- N0'p Of scale
37-Models
311-isurgical BMW
41-A continent
(abbr.)
12-Conduct

44-South
African

3- l'i,postilon
4-Ku-ck
Part of leg
ii
6-.‘16artIser
7- NI en's
nickname
147-Openwork
fabric
9- Ironed*
10-S3 rebel for

AMONG AOMIN
BOMMM2 Of3MMUN
um aumaamm '2rg
UOU MUNN AMD
LOUR 3(44 ODNM
RIM311Urcl -T4UONt1
Aga
3=
11=1090 d3EIMMal
SIMI 1E10 9R90
609 1000W AUM
UM MUMMUIM 09
NrINT210 lamir411

tcllitt,tm
11-1%0111.,i1c0

17-CouJuitet ion
19- indefinite
•rtIcle
11-l)emparg
.23-Gasp for
breath
25-Mental eases.
26-1:61660s
27-I • ‘st forms
fa,.•
36-Weary
113-Genus of
olives
35-Strike out
38-Go by water
40-Separet•
1

3

2

1r472ir4til
43-Adorns with
banging.
46-4
411-Part of
window
frame (pl.)
61-ArtInrial
language
63-Prefix. down
66-Pale
'"::5
..".,\.

-4

7

a

4.13
-,...
.•.•.,16 17
,
.,,;,.•,.t.,
v. 20 21 :22
• •\
.`
30
28 ....-„,29 c
27
`;:".•:,....__„,
i
32
4
33
2ar4 .•;;:f-.39
37
15

11

DOWN

67

1-Btlter •etch
2-Offspring

53-Stmlan
60-Southwestern Indian
61-A state
(abbr.)
621--NI an s
ilk-scams
64-ExIst
66-Cooled lays

..s
. 9 10 11
'tig
"'
4 .
:
,
1 ‘I is 19
,-..
25 26
7.kN't; 24

6

12

45- Finish
47- Ventlla tee
49-God of love.
541 ifea%enly
body
52- Plaeed .
14-Note of.seale
55-Tier
57- Eli t nes ty
59 Sycribol for
godd
61-Confederate
general
163-Son of Adam
65-Agreement
67-Total
68-Tabieland
69-Corinfart

48

47

51 '..."•;•-52
.....,

50

36

e:.•:",-,:•:''.55

YE6 BUT MV
OFNNALM303451GALK IT5 VERY

$1.39 ea.

Most Any

Size

.X..

59

60

MURRAY LUMBER CI.
Incorporated

"•:oses
66
...
...",.'

103 East Maple

1:-Act
-",' 68
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Distr. by United Feature Syndic.ite, be,

Street

by Charles M. Schulz
DON'T DO IT!
WELL,I HAD
PLANNED TO DON'T DO IT
LE 56LA56E5

ANCAR00.5 To

5UN6LA6SES SitiRED GLASS,
NO7O6RAPI4 NEGATIVES EVEN
WELDER'S GLASSES AREN'T SAFE
F t NIETO,/ ViEihN6 AN EC,IF5E

HOW WOULD ‘.43OR 3PNTHALAIOL066T
FEEL IF I CLO5ED Mhe CURTAINS,
AD TAO IN t3ED ALL DAY

LOCK AT IT.

2
21

by Den Sherwood
ONLY TSE. VERY TOPASOCO PEOPLE IN
araserissigei
.I cOlTAfiti
Nalagle reit 'SOU 16.711_ THE 5ES6ES
ACaEKT SlEsiTieiES HifrAt5ELF DT THE COPE
WORD-CAvEAT EstP1OR!

CM.

!nom= woe.

Kay-wood TrimettShutters are awe:
able in a variety of stock
Made from select. Western Pine,
with easy to trim edge.., bath
length and width, they're delivered
sanded smooth, ready for finishing.
Beaded movable louvers provide a
stylish popular note. Bring your
!measurements,/

In Stock

DAN FLAGG

igoggionmtommom.

Stock Shutters
New Styling
for Lovelier

We Have

51-3

seW.g

CHAPTER 30
tinned tot him to keep it ready sprang from the bushes _and
CUFF ROgislarb and Co. to use
!charged, leaping up ami
close (Merged from tne tem- 1
Finding the ground a bit back, shailing and sereah.ing Ui
ple cave to find a world gone steadier, they fought through ; rage. the tee° men flung
high
Insane! There had oeen no the mass at branenes, only ts, above
them, staring down at the
warning. noting More than the find a deep crack stretching nightmare
(aces.
tremors of the past moathis anti before them. a chasm in the
"Saber - tooth!"
Coe h se
an ugly yellow sky, See- tormreir earth where non, had breathed,
and then tiis voice
the two men had oaen used to been before. Almost, th!-.'
lost rose to a shout ."Saberosothi
the unusual conditions.
heart, almost, it Betimes use- tigers, Cliff! Saber-tooth!'' Not
No longer need newspaper re- less to go on, but even as they. until now had the
Indian revolt.,
ports excitedly speculate on the stood staring there was another nized the creatures.
final outcome of the threaten- crash to the left and still anCliff made no effort to aning tremors. They were threat- other to the right.
swer. He had his hands full
ening no longer. The old earth
"Might be the a n s w e r!" hanging oft• to the %most in the
had, grown tired of her passive Cochise shouted.
He began tearing wind. Taking one rak
l're. Anil deep dawn in herheing
working Ms way through evoode look at the trenatert- ereettires
She great heart of her gave A to
the left of them, and Cliff, below, he looked above and "saw •
mighty throb and all living
grasping
Cochise's
meaning. with a vast relief that the gills
creatures on- the surface tremstarted to the right. Then he had reached the opening is the
bled in fear.
heard the youog Indian's voice. piissage. Then, slowly, he began
Only moment!' before the upclimbing again.
"Here. Cliff: over here!"'
heaval Kit .,dams and ChiCochise forced himself hie!'
They followed the sound and
rotza. who had been cooking
to the reality of the situation
slipper near .the pool, had be- came to a tree that had fallen
and quickly followed.
come aware that n rolling black in such a way as to span the
Kit and ,Chinitza had already
cloud was dsing above the chasm, makieg a slippery but
:it the flares, and with
crater's rim, and they had usable bridge. Tom Cliff gave
one quick glance backward t“
quickly gathered up the camp- an elated shout!
The crapeer wall was just implant the valley in their
ing equipment and run to the
maids, they started through the
pool, uncertair, of their next ahead, and the spot where they
would climb the vines only a cave passage, ,fear in their
move.
hearts
that it would be closcsi
little to the right. They veered
It had seemed to them that
Apparently it had escaped
toward it and then froze.
the great drama had been trigserious
damage. Aside from a
.• • .
gered off 1ust as they saw their
few piles of rocks that r'.•
The
scream that, hurled at
two men swim from the water,
shattered down from the a Sfall's foam`'ands rise quickly them from tbt darkness of the ing, the floor was clear. Their
shadowed
path
ahead 'seemed to ears rang from
through the crystal-clear water.
the silence of
Before they reached the surface build up pad up to impossihle the caves after the inferno
of
volume,
seemed
to
of the pool it was suddenly • no
penetrate ! the sounds in the
valley. It was
their
very
beings.
They
swung a heavenly relief.
longer clear, but was rocking
crazily, sending waves smash- their heeds with one accord.
Then there was the cave openThere in the path was the
ing over the sides.
ing, and below them was the
Cliff and Cochise were tossed source ot the scream. A tiger ledge, and on it the pile
-of
back and forth, managing only gone mad with fear. It steed gold-filled sacks ready to
lower.
with the greatest effort to react' with feet braced wide apart.
The next morning the little
the side and pull themselves up eyes rolling in a frenzy of fear Jeep slogged along
in the soft
and rage.
beside the frightened girls.
sand of the plains, radiating
His
head
hung
low,
swinging
As they did, the earth under
importance. Surprisingly, it was
their feet quivered like jelly, from etele to side, the great still standing up under its heavy
to
sks
almost
touching
the
and a great tree near them tore
load.
from the earth with a ripping ground, and then behind him
It was over, or nearly over.
another
and
still
another
sound and toppled over, its lowOne thing was left to be (1.,ne
er half sinking lnto a crevice i wraithlike figure was vaguely before Cliff could put the.Valley
that magically opened under it. distinguishable, lurking among of Yesterday out of his mind,
the shadows. The scream ended
At the same time the wind and
and he was determined that as
suddenly and the four came to
rain hit the valley.
soon as. they were settled in,
life. their new life, he would do this
"Get to the passage."' Cliff
"Get to the vines!" Cochise
shouted. -Quake might cave it
One last thing.
shouted as the first animal
in, close it for good!"
And he did. One day several
sprang, screaming again as it Weeks
Gusts of whirling, screaming
later, a large helicopter
left
the ground. His rifle crack- flew over that valley
wind sucked into the crater,
. above
ed; the scream was cot off sud- which no
whipping ere trees as though
other man-made hirei
denly
and
the
,tiger
slammed had ever before flown successthey were saplings, tearing
into the spot from which the fully. Bids
at them, shaking them in frenthe helicopter die' not
agile
Indian
had
just
stepped. remain long.
zy.
Already, Cochise was followFrom it was pushed a large,
Young and strong as they
ing Cliff and the girls, turning well-padded
crate, that floated
v.-ere, the four who fought their
several times to send shots back down on a
parachute and landed
way along the path were putdown the trail.
at the edge of the lake. With
ting forth every ounce ofHe neared the wall to find the im pa et of
touching the
strength merely keeping on
Kit and Chinitza far tip on the ground, spring latches
their feet. The ground. that one
releasel
vines and Cliff running back two sides of the crate
and they
moment was level before them
down the path toward him with waning open.
suddenly shifted when their feet
his spear, which he had retrievBum, the bear, stirred omit of
reached oat.
ed from the base of the wall hisslethargy, forgetting
his loneCliff, leading the group. where he had laid
it that morn- liness long enough to watch this
strained his eyes to see ahead, ing.
wonder
coming
from
the .sky.
shouting back warnings. dodgThe two men backed side by He lumbered cautiously toward
ing his way around uprooted side, watching
the ghostly white the strange crate-and stopped
trees and broken limbs.
shapes closing in. Cochlea sent when there emerged from it an
Off in the distance there was two more shots toward them, image of
himself, growling in
scream. and Cliff stopped halting the tigers only momen- Irritation. Then .she saw
Bum,
'short for a moment.
tarily, but long enough, and the and the snarls ceased, and Bum
• Cochise took the lead, carry- two men were well up in the began edging forward for his
ing Ms gun carelessly slung vinee when the tigers, sensing first meeting with his lady.
,on his shoulder, taint Cliff mo- that their quarry was escaping,
. THE END
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--AND THE WAY I
WANT TO BE AGAIN-WITH
NO CREEPY VOICES
HEARING -OR IMAGINING
I'M HEARING!

OH, DARLING, I DON'T KNOW
WHAT TO THINK. ALL I WANT
IS FOR YOU TO BE HEALTHY AND
HAPPY AGAIN - THE WAY
YOU'VE ALWAYS BEEN

BECKY- DO YOU THINK I'M
LOSING MY MARBLES
LIKE PDC DOES?

by Al 0119p
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Clark-Swann l'ows Read
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen 753-4947

FOR CORRECT

Monday. July 15th
I The Lydian Sunday School Class
! of the First Baptist Church will
' have a potluck supper at the home
Clayborne Jones, 1512 Johnson Blvd., at 6:30 p.m. Group III,
Mrs R. E. Kelley. reptsin, will be In
icharge of the arrangements.
• • •

It'ontinued From Page ii
Western
Ina is more complex. The
view is that such tests can be coilfused with natural disturbances and
require inspection on the territory of
the suspected nation if they are to
be properly checked.
This issue has blocked test ban
for many months. The
agreement
Tuesday, July 16th
on a minimum of seven
insist
West
Methodist
Circle I of the First
year for suspected vioa
inspections
Mrs.
with
Church WSCS will meet
lations. The Soviet maximum is
Bun Swann at 2:30 pm.
three and there have been indica• • •
even this offer has been withThe Faith Dorr-n Circle of the tions
First Methodist Church WSCS will drawn.
meet at the home of Mrs. Autry
at
2F7pern,
. Alict:leJoneds,
ls
Meris
1with W
the program leader.

('Mrs.

/1%, //*V

/V

AI/

her father, wore a bridal gown of
white satin prim lie sole with short
fitted sleeves and is ide neckline
The fitted princess lines were accented by tiny covered buttons fastening the back The floor length
mantilla veil of reetr.broidered Alencon lace complimented the sim9
plicity of the gown.
• • •
She carried a cascade, style bous Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of
quet of gardenias graced by lilies
the Rainbow for Girls will hold its
of the valley and sprays of ivy.
regular meeting at the Masonic Hall
Miss Patricia Clkrk, sister of the
at 7 pm.
bride, was the maid of honor. Mrs.
• • •
W R. Hourigan, sister of the groom.
,,
,
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The general meeting of the First
of Bowling Green was the matron
DEAR ABBY When two people Baptist Church WMS will be held at
of honor
DEAR ABBY:, I have the sweetest
The bridesmaids were Miss Glen- husband in the world, and an ador- are in lose with one another, whose the church at 7:30 'p.m. with the
da Jones and Miss Camilla Brame able son. Five months age I wellt place is it to say first, "I love you", Ruby Nell Hardy Circle in charge
of Murray and •Miss Marcia Onny- to work to help out with the bills ' The guy's or the girl's? I am inclin- of the program.
the old adage
becker of Benton.
In our four years of marriage I ed to believe that
• The honor attendants wore floor never looked at another man. Then "Ladies (trek". holds true here Ant I. DEAR MOTHER: "Appearances"
length gowns of silk organza over my boss started to get chummy with correct,
ARE important. They shape a perSew
taffeta in ice green They wore me. I was flattered because he was
son's reputation—and a girl hat only
DEAR S. P. W : No. The gentle- one reputation. Your daughter is "in
miniature pillboxes of the same col- wealthy and important, and I was
or to which birdcage veils were nobody He's 18 years older than I man opens the bidding If hearts are love" with a very, selfish man, and
caught ending in floating panels. am and not very good-looking. He trumps, the lady redoubles.
you may quote Inc.
• • •
• • •
. lowers were cascade bouquets can't compare with my husband
Their f
of white runt chrysanthemums
DEAR ABBY: Some sirs close
I can't explain it, but when this fat..
The bridesmaids wore dresses bald aging man leaned over and' DEAR ABBY: Do you think I am friends cf mine have told me that in
identical to the honor attendants. kissed me one day I was thrilled to old-fashioned to believe thai a man the state of Illinois, if you are pregTheir headpieces were matching cir- pieces. Now he kisses me every doesn't have a girl's best interests at nant, you can get married without
clets and their flowers were large chance he gets I know it's wrong. heart if he invites her to his apart- your parents' consent, even if you
natural daisies in cascade bouquets. Abby. but I can't stop. I know I ment for dinner and brings her are wider age Is this true?
Ronald Talent of Murray served could get him away from his wife. home at three A.M.? I am not sugWONDERING 1
as best man Groomsmen were Dr. but I wouldn't want him for a hus- gesting that they are doing anything
DEAR WONDERING: If a girl k
W. R. Hourgian of Bowling Green. band Isn't that the most ridiculous immoral. but I think it looks bad for under age, no matter in WHAT
brother-in-law of the groom: C.• W. thing you ever heard of' How can the girl to be seen leaving a man's stele she's in. she needs her parents'
apartment at that hour. They are consent to marry.
Jones of Murray. uncle of the I break away?
groom; Joe Vey of Boston. Mass.:
MIXED UP i both fine people My daughter is the
•
"
girl and she is in love with this man.
Marvin Green of Detroit, Mich: and
For a personal reply, send a selfDEAR MIXED: Give your boas She says 'appearances" are not imWaller Retko of Detroit. Mich The
groom, his attendants, and the fa- two weeks' notice and leave. And if portant I can't say too much to her addressed, stamped envelope to,
you must work, now that you know because4 she is 23 and has always Abby. Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Calif
thers wore daytime formal attire.
Mrs. Clark selected for her your weakness, get a Job in an all- been well-behaved This is the first At.by answers ALL mail.
• •
serious disagreement we've ever had
•
daughter's wedding a sheath dress woman office.
and if you think I'm wrong to object,
For'A.bby's booklet. "How To Have
and jacket ensemble in beige than
please tell me.
IA Lovely Wedding." send 50 cents to
tong Her hat accented her attire
if.R. AND MRS. WILLIAM DONALD SWANN
Abby. Box 3365. Beverly Hills. Calif.
WORRIED MOTHER
, and caught the color scheme of
the wedding with floral-shades preMiss Annette Clark became the an altar banked with ferrit and
dominantly green. Her flowers were
bride of William Donald_Swarin in, palrns. In the center was a floral
• cymbldium orchids
a wedding soleituused Sunday. June arrangement of gladioli and CanMrs. Swann. mother of the groom.
t& at reo o'clock in the afternoon. forma jonquils. The pews were dec.
wore a light blue organza sheath
and
greenecy
of
sprays
with
orated
perwas
ceremony
ring
The double
over taffeta. which was highlighted
formed at Duncan Memorial•Chaper glachalt eatight with white satin
with dyed to match accessories and
lighted
softly
as
scene
The
Fred
bows.
Rev.
the
by
near Louisville
a hat of blue straw. 'Her flowers
antiin
tapers
cathedral
white
the
Fby
of
First
Baptist
pastor
Moffatt.
. 4
were also cyrnbidium orchids.
que candelabra.
Church of Sheiby-salle.
Immediately following the certand
vocalist
The bride is the Laughter of Mr. ; Mrs. Allan Purnell.
.., nem!: a reception was held at the
—bath
and Mrs Curtis B Clerk of-Shelby--.44-tes'Franees--Stratla, 4:07.;)ige
',Nene of Miiiind- WaTEVerett-WhIteproa
Title The'grootn's parents are Mr. , of Simeeonvine. presented
house. grandparents of the bride, at
and Mrs. Ewing G Swann of Mu:- gram of nuptial music
Shelbyville.
to
escorted
The bride, who was
'
Mrs. George Frank Smith registThe vows were exchanged before the attar arid given in marriage by ered the guests as they arrived. As- - —1111.11/04 were Mrs. Jay R.
. SillaJX‘
Johnson of North Vernon. Ind Mrs.
Fred Moffatt. wife of the pastor,
and Mrs Purcell Lee of Shelbyville.
After the reception the cOuple left
• or a wedding trip through Virginia
, the coast Phi* traveling the bride
• n,sse .a 'light blue suit .of eigaione
Mims Patsy Lax
h bone colored accessories They
Jre now residtrig at .711 Olive Street,
Miss Fatly Lax. 16-year old daughMurray.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. E H. Lax is the
• • •
, entry of Bilbrey's Goodyear in the
Calloway County Fair Beauty Queen!
DYNAMITE KILLS
I contest which will be held tonight
at 8:00 pm.
EVARTS. Ky elf — A chunk of r
rock hurled about 100 yardw by al Bilbrey's invites the people of
dynamite explosion killed 8-year old Murray and Calloway County to
Larry Niceley of Everts here Friday. attend the fair and to view this
The blast was set off by a high- beauty contest Miss Lax is a stuweS- crew The youngster was struck dent at Murray High School. Her
.1, the head by the projectile and , mother Kathryn Lax is the owner
of a local beauty parlor.
.ffered a fractured skint

Dear Abby .

YOU'RE JUST SUSCEPTIBLE LADY

•

e-

DAY

DIAL

OR NIGHT

751,,T3 •

PEOPLES BANK
of
Murray, Ky.

I MURRAY LOAN CO.

Abigail Vaii Buren

•

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

Miss Patsy Lax Is
Beauty Contest Entry

Telephonn PL 3-2621
503W. Main St.
D LOAN CO."
-OWNE
HOME
"YOUR
xsrs,

See ...
"STARS IN MY CROWN"
FOR TICKETS' CALL 753-6843
Write Box 679 - Murray, Ky.

MURRAY RECREATION DEPT.
Registration Blank
Sex

Name

Phone No.

Address

No. of Participants in Family

Age

Father's Signature
Mother's Signature

ADAMS

Fabulous Nickel Shoe Sale

-

•

NOW Underway

_

SALE RUNS 6 DAYS ONLY

JULY 15-20

--

•

ADAMS

Does The Unusual Again

Program for

Drastic Reductions on Women, Children, and

Tuesday, July 16
YOUTH BAND CONCERT
— 8:00 P.M. —

Men's Shoes

Exclusive from

BOONE'S
125 value
GOLF BALL 4 7 - • •
only

(DPINICKEL SHOE SALE
Buy 1 Pair at the Regular Price. Select Second Pair of
Your choice for only 5e. Buy for 2 different tilembers of
family!

P fk

is • "-s,ANIToNE
• ,,, •
•

,#

*

*

*

RIDES - EXHIBITS
COME EVERY NIGHT!!
*

*

*

*

Calloway County

OPl•

alb

•••• •••••

••••

with any
drycleaning order

Bring A Friend-- Split The Savings
275 Pairs Men's Shoes - 980 Pairs Women's Shoes

Summer Special
TROUSERS - - - - 35
Boone Laundry &
Cleaners

••

‘,.

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED SHOES
WOMEN'S: Naturalizer, Life Stride, Smartaire

Only
(Cash and Carry or Delivered)

1 HOUR
SANITONE SERVICE

4

,•11••••-

360 Pairs Children's Shoes

ball for 504
Get this top quality U.S. mode golf
dry.
Sonitone
professional
our
use
you
every time
today'
us
on
Call
cleaning.

FAIR

.•

A.

-

• $500 GIVEN SATURDAY NIGHT!!

•

•

*

• $100 IN SILVER DOLLARS 41VEN FAN
NIGHT!!

st,

500

•••

•. a.

MEN'S: Roblee, Pedwin

CHILDREN'S:' Buster Brown, Robin Hood
All Sales Final

No Exchanges

No Refunds

Adams Shoe Store
106 South 5th Street

On theSquare

Murray, Ky.

